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Abstract - Until now the problem of merging large scale wireless networks is not considered indetail. In this work a low 
cost, selective algorithm for merging Hypercube and derivative architectures based mobile Ad-Hoc networks with preserving 
active links is developed. It has been shown that in both kind of scenarios proposed selective algorithm performs much better 
than randomly merging networks. In section II, hypercube network architecture is given and selective merge algorithm 
explained in detail. Section III gives features of Cube Connected Networks architecture, and explains how selective merge 
algorithm performs with simulation results. The selective solution proposed is distributed and scalable, it brings only a 
constant computational cost. In conclusion, the advantages of our novel algorithm summarized, and potential usage scenarios 
are given.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With increasingly continuous technological 
achievements, the number of connections are getting 
higher for mobile ad-hoc communication. Especially 
with 5G in 2020 it is predicted that there will be50 
billion devicesconnected. Therefore, the merging of 
wireless networks will be more important topic and 
should be considered for near future networks. In this 
work we proposed a solution for hypercube networks 
and its derivative Cube Connected Cycles (CCC) 
architectures. For merging networks, basically two 
kinds of solutions can be thought. The first and costly 
one is checking the size of the networks, and the 
smaller sized network releases its established 
connections, and nodes join the larger sized network 
independently. This approach can be useful when 
very small number of nodes need to join a large sized 
network. The second method is merging two wireless 
networks with preserving their established 
connections. This method is efficient especially when 
mid- to large-sized networks need to be merged. In 
this work as mobile ad-hoc networks, Bluetooth 
scatternets are taken into consideration. In our 
previous work [1] the network formation algorithm 
for CCC based scatternets is explained in detail. For 
Bluetooth technology SIG web site [2] can be 
referred.  
Until now the problem of merging large scale ad-hoc 
wireless networks is not considered indetail. In the 
literature, there are no direct works addressing this 
problem. Only submitted patent application given by 
Budampati et al. [3] gives a method for merging 
cluster of wireless nodes in a wireless network. In the 
large-scaledynamically-changing networks, it is 
important to have distributed construction 
andmaintenance protocols since a centralized 
algorithm brings an extra cost to realize, and 
contradicts properties of Ad-Hoc networking. In this 
work an efficient and cost-effective method with very 

promising results is explained for merging both 
Hypercube and Hypercube derivative networks. 
 
II. MERGING ALGORITHM FOR 
HYPERCUBE BASED MOBILE AD-HOC 
NETWORKS 
 
As we offered a network formation algorithm based 
on a variation of Hypercube architecture, let us first 
consider wireless ad hoc networks based on 
Hypercube topology. In the same coverage area, there 
can be several Hypercube based networks. 
Asmethodology, first approach (i.e. nodes joining to 
the other network independently without preserving 
existing links) is apparent; let us consider the second 
approach. Hypercube has recursive structure which 
means that n node d dimensional Hypercube can be 
constructed from two n/2 node and d − 1 dimensional 
networks. Using this property, we can merge 
Hypercube and Hypercubic derivative networks. For 
more details about Hypercube architecture [4] can be 
referred. 
The d dimensional hypercube has 2 nodes and 3n/2 
connections. Each node corresponds a d bit string, 
and two nodes are connected only if there is one-bit 
difference in their binary strings. Since the number of 
bits are required to represent nodes of a hypercube 
the distance between any two nodes u and v can be at 
most k = logn. Figure 1 shows the binary string 
representation for three-dimensional Hypercube. A 
hypercube with n nodes has bisection width of n/2; 
this can be seen easily from two or three-dimensional 
hypercube. 
 
Below, we defined three basic rules for merging 
hypercubes: 
 
1. When two hypercubes need to be connected, the 
one with small dimension is connected to the one 
with higher dimension. 
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Figure 1: Binary string representation for Hypercube of 

dimension 3 
 
2. If we need to merge two Hypercubes with the same 
dimension d, merge operation results in a Hypercube 
with dimension of d+1. 
 
3. In case there is a dd (dimension difference) dd ≥ 1, 
after the merge procedure, the dimension does not 
change immediately, but if some additional 
Hypercube based networks (with appropriate 
dimension) join the network, the dimension may 
increase. 
 
As an example, let’s take k dimensional Hypercube 
that needs to be connected to a l dimensional 
Hypercube where k ≥ l; the solution space has 
2 members. To let merge algorithm to be 
distributed, it is possible to take one of the solutions 
randomly. Nevertheless, both theoretical and 
simulation results show that the random solution does 
not behave well enough; therefore, instead of simple 
random solution, a selective algorithm defined below. 
The hypercube based networks are placed 
sequentially according to their degrees. For each 
hypercube-based network that needs to be merged, 
we choose two nodes independently and uniformly at 
random and connected to the less weighted part in the 
bigger-dimensional hypercube. The algorithm which 
is based on two choice results in a much better type 
of behavior in comparison to a single choice case. 
Having more than two choices improves the result 
only by a constant factor. The Hypercube network 
merge algorithm is described with the flow diagram 
below.The first two steps include initialization and 
reading dimensions of two networks. In case 
Network1 has bigger dimension than Network2 has, 
the Network2 is connectedto Network1. As 
mentioned above, if Network1 has dimension k, and 
Network2 dimension l, the solution space has 
2 members. Two random numbers are chosen as 
different random solutions. At first degree of these 
two nodes are compared, and the node with smaller 
degree is chosen to be connected Hypercubes first 
node. For the rest nodes, there is not any comparison 
or two-choices algorithm. In this respect, our 
algorithm is different than balls-into-bins problem. 

 

 
Figure 2: Merging Hypercubes in increasing order (red color: 

random merge, dark-blue: selective merge algorithm) 
 
The simulation results show that our algorithm is very 
promising; in comparison to random Hypercube 
selection and connection, the selective algorithm 
gives dramatically improved results. Following 
simulation results are given. In Figure 2, the results of 
random-merge algorithm and selective-merge 
algorithm are compared. Firstly, a 7-dimensional 
Hypercube is constructed as a basis, then 1-D,-2D, 
....,6-D Hypercubes are merged with it in 1500 times 
in increasing order. 
 
Figure 2 shows that selective algorithm performs 
much better in respect to maximum degree difference 
between the nodes, and it brings only constant 
additional computation cost and no central-
management requirement. As a second simulation 
experiment again a seven-dimensional Hypercube is 
constructed as a base network, then some wireless 
networks having Hypercube architecture with 6-D,5-
D,4-D, ...,1-D are merged with 7-D network in 
decreasing order; this process repeated 1500 times. 
Results are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Merging Hypercubes in decreasing order (red color: 

random merge, dark-blue: selective merge algorithm) 
 
We kept the dimension and number of the networks 
to be merged high to analyze the behavior of the 
merge algorithm more precisely. From Figure 2 and 
Figure 3, it can be easily seen that our selective 
algorithm performs much better than random-merge 
strategy in Hypercube-based networks. 
 
III. MERGING CCC BASED MOBILE AD-HOC 
NETWORKS 
 
d dimensional CCC is reconstructed from d 
dimensional Hypercube by replacing each node with 
cycle of d nodes. Therefore, d dimensional CCC has 
d 2d nodes. This construction property gave us the 
idea of applying same merge principal of Hypercube 
to CCC. Simulation results show that in case of 
merging same dimensional Hypercubes and CCC, 
maximum degree of both networks are the same. This 
merge rule results in an efficient merge algorithm 
which can also be useful in construction phase. 
Let us consider two CCC networks with dimensions 
d1 and d2. If d1 ≤ d2, the network with dimension d1 
needs to be connected to the network with dimension 
d2.The solution space has 2  members. 
Randomly two of these solutions need to be chosen, 
then degrees of first nodes of two solutions are 
compared, and connection is made based on this 
comparison. The solution with less degree need to be 
chosen to be able to keep the network equal-growing 
on every part. When d1 ≤d2, the network with 
dimension d2 has more nodes in its cycles; therefore, 
starting from the first node and connecting d1 nodes 
in every cycle are possible. 
 
The d-dimensional CCC network has d ∙ 2  nodes. 
The nodes arerepresented by two indexes (i, j) where 
0 ≤ i < d and 0 ≤ j <2 . The connectivityof CCC is 
given below: 
 

(i, j) →
(i, j ⊕ 2 )                 0 ≤ i < d, 0 ≤ j < 2

(i ± 1) mod d, j 0 ≤ i < d, 0 ≤ j < 2
 

 

where ⊕ represents the bitwise XOR operation. The 
first set of the edges are the cube edges; the second 
set of the edges are the cycle edges. A 3-dimensional 
CCC is shown in Figure 4. 
 
The d-dimensional-Cube-Connected-Cycles network 
has the following properties: 
 
1. The number of the nodes is n = d・2  
2. The degree of each node is 3 (or smaller for d ≤ 2 
3. The number of the connections is 3・d・2 . (or 
smaller for d ≤ 2) 
4. N-node CCC has a diameter of ⊖(logn) 
5. N-node CCC has bisection width ⊖(n/logn) 
6. The bisection width of CCC(d) is 2  
7. The CCC is node-symmetric 
 
Like merging Hypercube networks, CCC based 
networks can also be merged using the same selective 
strategy. The steps for expansion of CCC architecture 
is already defined in section II. When two CCC-based 
networks need to be merged, the higher dimension 
CCC encapsulates the one which has smaller 
dimension. Figure 4 shows binary representation for 
nodes of 3-dimensional Cube Connected Cycles 
network. 

 
Figure 4:  Binary representation of 3 dimensional CCC 

 
If we list requirements for constructing d-dimensional 
CCC, at least 5・d・2  nodes are needed. These 
are d・2  masters and 3・d・2  slaves. It is 
possiblefor each master to have 4 additional slaves, 
thus the upper bound for the number ofnodes in d-
dimensional network is 13・d・2 . For iCCC 
network, lower and upper bounds are as following: 
min =(5d+4)・2  
max  =(13・d+14)・2 where d ≥ 3. 
 
The merge algorithm for CCC based multi-hop Ad 
Hoc networks will be based on given boundaries 
above. Basic rules for merging hypercubes are 
defined below: 
• When two CCC networks need to be connected, the 
one with small dimension is connected to the one 
with higher dimension. 
• In case there is a dd (dimension difference) dd ≥1, 
after the merge procedure, the dimension does not 
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change immediately, but if some additional CCC 
based networks (with appropriate dimension) joins 
the network, the dimension may increase. 
For merging of Bluetooth multi-hop Ad-Hoc wireless 
networks based on CCC architecture for the degree 
distribution following scenario analyzed: a CCC 
network with dimension 8 is created as a base 
network and then CCC based networks with 
dimension of 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are merged to it each 12 
times sequentially. The degree distribution is shown 
in Figure 5, the result is promising as the degree stays 
mostlyat 3 and has maximum value of 6. It is also 
important thatthe maximum degree doesnot stay at 
value of 6 for most of the node numbers. 
 

 
Figure 5: Merging of CCC based networks 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
It has been proven that our selective algorithm 
behaves very good when merging Hypercube based 

Bluetooth scatternet networks. For merging CCC 
networks as well, our selective algorithm is 
applicable. As degree difference on the network is 
very small for selective algorithm, it can be assumed 
that selective algorithm merges the networks almost 
perfectly. If need be, for minor inequalities a local 
solution can be considered; as each master has up to 7 
active slaves and role of them can be changed within 
the network. Achieved results shows that merging 
Hypercube and CCC networks give very good results 
and increases network efficiency in respect to 
communication capabilities and preserving resources. 
Our work is frontier in respect to analyzing merging 
of multi-hop wireless Ad-Hoc networks and this work 
can be extended to other networks using different 
topologies including hybrid networks as well. 
Especially our algorithm provides communication 
continuity, which is another advantage apart from 
saving network resources. 
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